
we bake the best

Great American Cookies gift boxes are the 
perfect way to show employee recognition, 
client appreciation or celebrate a milestone. 

We can ship our fresh baked cookies anywhere 
in the US. We make it easy for you to send all 
your corporate gifts at once. Choose from 
our variety of fresh baked treats delivered 
in our special gift boxes. 

Our expert customer service team will 
help guide you through the process, 
so you don’t have to worry about the 
details.

Send an email to 
CorpSales@gfgmanagement.com 
to get started.

corporate
gifts
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a trusted

tradition
Valentine’s Day

Medium Heart Box
$49.99
Nine (9) fresh baked Mini 
Cookies and nine (9) fresh 
baked cookies in a keepsake 
heart box. Flavors include 
Original Chocolate Chip, 
Chocolate Chip made with 
M&M’S candies® Double 
Fudge, Sugar and Red Velvet. 

Item: GIFT-710

Cookie Cards $49.99
Show them how sweet life can be with our Cookie 
Cards. Package includes 20 individually wrapped 
Original Chocolate Chip cookies and a roll of 20 
stickers to add your own personalization.  Perfect 
to pass out to employees, clients and students. 

Item: GAC-730

Small Heart Box
$35.99
Six (6) fresh baked Mini Cookies 
and three (3) fresh baked cookies 
in a keepsake heart box. Flavors 
include Original Chocolate Chip, 
Double Fudge and Sugar.

Item: GIFT-700

Valentine’s Day 
Decorating Kit $39.99
Share the love of cookies at 
home with a Valentine’s themed 
Cookie Decorating Kit. Our kit 
includes 6 chocolate chip cookie 
heart cutouts, 3 bags of assorted 
colored icing, decorative sugar and 
sprinkles.

Item: GAC-605

ORDERING DETAILS:
• Prices include shipping unless noted. Shipping is provided by FedEx two day services. 
• Sales tax will apply based on shipping destination.
• A personalized gift message is included on all gift packages via a label or gift card.  
• We can add your full color logo and custom message of up to 250 characters.
• Volume discounts not applicable to Valentine’s Day packages We can create a custom package to meet your needs. 

Please send a message to 
corpsales@gfgmanagement.com.

looking for 
something different?

Love by the Dozens $79.99*
The best of both worlds. Our best-selling 
dozen box of assorted fresh baked cookies is 
paired with a dozen of timeless red roses to 
truly show how much you care. Flavors include 
Original Chocolate Chip, Sugar, Double 
Fudge and Original Chocolate Chip with 
M&M’S® candies. *
*Price does not include shipping. Package 
ships via FedEx Overnight to ensure roses and 
cookies arrive fresh. Available delivery dates 
are 2/10/21 – 2/13/21.

Item: GAC-FTD
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gifts
under $30

Mini Cookie Box $22.99
Sixteen (16) fresh baked Mini Cookies,  
includes choice of 4 flavors individually wrapped.
Item: GIFT-1002

Half Dozen Cookie Box $19.99
Six fresh baked cookies, includes choice 
of 3 flavors individually wrapped.
Item: GIFT-1001Stuffed Cookie and Brownie Trio $24.99

Two Original Chocolate Chip Cookies stuffed with a 
REESE’S Peanut Butter Cup and an Oreo® Cookie, 
and one Brownie stuffed with a REESE’S Peanut 
Butter Cup and an Oreo® Cookie.
Item: GIFT-1003
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Everything you love about our classic soft cookies with 
the sharability of pie! Our perfectly baked Deep Dish 
chocolate chip cookies have soft centers and chewy edges 
so every bite is decadent and delicious. Approximately 8” 
in diameter and feeds 4-6.

gifts
under $50

Dozen Cookie Gift Box $34.99
Twelve (12) fresh baked cookies, 
includes choice of 6 flavors 
individually wrapped. 
Item: GIFT-1004

Mini Cookie Box $39.99
Twenty-four fresh baked (24) 
Mini Cookies, includes choice 
of 6 flavors individually wrapped.
Item: GIFT-1012

The Works $38.99
Toppings include Chocolate 
Chips, M&M’S® Candies,  
Oreo® Cookie Pieces, and 
REESE’S Peanut Butter Cups.
Item: GIFT-1007

Chocolate Chips 
or M&M’S® Candies

$34.99

Chocolate Chip Item: GIFT-1005
M&M’S® Candies Item: GIFT-1006

Deep Dish Cookie

M&M’S® is a registered trademark of Mars, Incorporated and/ or its affiliates. Mars, Incorporated and its 
affiliates have no affiliation with and have no participation in the production or distribution of this product.
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Share the love of cookies at home 
with a Cookie Decorating Kit. Our 
kit includes 6 chocolate chip cookie 
cutouts (seasonal shapes), 3 bags 
of assorted colored icing, sprinkles 
and mini M&M’S® Candies. 

gifts
under $50

Cookie Decorating Kits
$39.99
Item: GIFT-1011

Our fudgy and soft brownies are baked to perfection 
and topped with decadent chocolate chips or M&M’S® 

Candies. Or, upgrade your party size brownie with Golden 
and Classic Oreo® Cookie Pieces, M&M’S® Candies, 
and REESE’S Peanut Butter Cups for a delicious treat. 
Approximately 8” in diameter and feeds 4-6.

Deep Dish Brownie

The Works $38.99
Toppings include Chocolate Chips, 
M&M’S® Candies, Oreo® Cookie 
Pieces, and REESE’S Peanut 
Butter Cups.
Item: GIFT-1010

Chocolate Chips 
or M&M’S® Candies

$34.99

Chocolate Chip Item: GIFT-1008
M&M’S® Candies Item: GIFT-1009
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gifts
under $100

Sampler Package $75.99
Twelve fresh baked cookies (choice of 
up to 6 flavors), 16 fresh baked Mini 
Cookies (choice of up to 4 flavors), and 
1 Deep Dish Brownie or Cookie. 
Item: GIFT-1014

Two Dozen Cookie Box $69.99
Twenty-four (24) cookies wrapped in a 
decorative box, includes choice of 8 flavors.
Item: GIFT-1013
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gifts
under $100

Gift Tower $99.99
12 fresh baked cookies, 16 Mini Cookies,  
1 Deep Dish Cookie or Brownie and 6 Stuffed 
Cookies or Brownies.
Item: GIFT-1015
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cookie flavors brownie flavors

bulk items

customization

When selecting any of our assorted cookie options, 
please choose the required number of flavor from the list below.

When selecting any of our assorted brownie options, 
please choose the required number of flavor from the list below.

A personalized gift message is included on all gift packages via 
a label or gift card. We can add your full color logo and custom 
message of up to 250 characters.

Additional customization options are available such as 
celebratory gift bands to say ‘Thank You’ or ‘Congrats!’ and 
logo stickers. Please inquire for more details.

Original Chocolate Chip
Original Chocolate Chip with M&M’S® Candies
Sugar
Birthday Cake
Double Fudge
Cookies and Cream
Snickerdoodle
Red Velvet
Strawberry Crinkle
Blueberry
Seasonal (varies)

Plain
Chocolate Chip
M&M’S® Candies
Brookie (Brownie & Chocolate Chip Cookie)

Individual Cookie $2.20
One fresh baked cookie packaged individually with clear logo 
sticker (Minimum order of 50 with choice of 5 flavors) 
Item: GIFT-1017

Individual Brownie $2.25
One fudgy brownie packaged individually with clear logo sticker 
(Minimum order of 50 with choice of 3 flavors) 
Item: GIFT-1018

We can create a custom package to meet 
your needs. Please send a message to 

corpsales@gfgmanagement.com.

need something
special?

Customization requires 3 weeks lead time. Depending 
on request a one-time setup charge might apply.
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Quality
All of our cookies and brownies begin with our time-tested recipes made with the highest quality ingredients. 
Every one of our premium treats are hand-scooped and baked fresh daily from dough that is never frozen.

shipping
All packages are shipped via FedEx from our bakery in Atlanta, GA, and therefore we cannot ship to P.O. 
Boxes or Military Bases. We offer Next Day and 2 Day service to business and residential addresses in the 
United States including Alaska and Hawaii. We do not require a signature to release your order.

allergens
Our products contain eggs, milk, soy, and wheat. They are also baked in a facility that produces items 
containing tree nuts and peanuts. If your gift recipient has a nut allergy, we recommend that our products 
are not consumed.

special pricing
Receive 5% off for orders with 50 or more packages. Receive 10% off for orders with 100 or more packages.
*Shipping and taxes not included

timing
Orders with a personalized logo or branded label require 3 weeks advanced notice.
2 weeks noticed is requested for all standard orders.

payment
Invoice will be sent via email and can be paid by credit card or ACH. Payment is due upon receipt of invoice.
Your order will be confirmed once payment is received.

Prices are subject to change. In the event a product is no longer available, we have the right to substitute for a like product.
*Prices do not include shipping unless noted. Shipping is provided by FedEx with two day and overnight services available. Rates will vary based on destination.
**Sales tax will apply based on shipping destination.


